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  L'Oreal Studio Line Invisi'Hold Extra Strength 150ml
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  Description

  Its gentle formula leaves no residue, stickiness, or stiffness, allowing for a comfortable styling experience.
L'Oréal Invisi'Hold Extra Strength Hair Gel, in a convenient 150ml package, is an essential styling product for achieving a natural-looking hold.It adds volume and body, with a lightweight formula that ensures a natural look without residue or stiffness. It must not be reproduced in any way whatsoever without the prior consent of ASDA, nor without due acknowledgement. As a result, we recommend that you always read the label carefully before using or consuming any products. LOreal Studio Line Mineral Control Invisi Gel Normal Strength is LOreals first styling gel enriched with minerals to control your style.
You should also note that the picture images show only our serving suggestions of how to prepare your food - all table accessories and additional items and/or ingredients pictured with the product you are purchasing are not included.If you do require precise ingredient information you should consult the manufacturer, whose contact details will appear on the packaging or label. This really holds even the most unruly hair in place and smells nice without being overpowering or too perfumed for children too.
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      Deals
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      Fruugo ID: 
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        Delivery & Returns

        
            
    
        Dispatched within 2 days
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                         - 3-5 days Delivery
                    
                    

                    
                        - FREE
                        
                    
                    
                

            


        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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    Our customers say
    Great
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        out of 5 based on
        40 747 reviews
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                    Fruugo in other countries

                    	Australia
	Austria
	Bahrain
	Belgium
	Canada
	China
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            We use cookies on our websites. You are free to manage this via your browser setting at any time. For more information see our cookie policy.
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